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Here, we perform all-atommolecular dynamics simulations in explicit solvent to study the aggregation of
amphipathic peptides into amyloid-like fibrils. We use large simulation boxes containing more than
200,000 atoms and including 50 peptides to account for peptide concentrations of the order of 30 mM.
Six different peptide sequences are studied in this work. We show that when long simulations (2–3
ls) are performed, a positive correlation is observed between experiments and simulations. In particular,
peptide sequences that do not form fibrils in experiments show a low propensity to form inter-peptide
hydrogen bonds and b-structures, and vice versa. Simulations are also performed at different tempera-
tures and NaCl concentration to highlight the importance of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions
on aggregation. The rate of fibril formation in our simulations increases with increasing temperature
for amphipathic peptides made from highly hydrophobic amino acids. This phenomena is related to
the strength of hydrophobic interactions that enhances with increasing temperature. Electrostatic inter-
actions may be responsible for the preference of anti-parallel b-sheets in our simulations. However,
screening these interactions with NaCl favors aggregation of amphipathic peptides made from less
hydrophobic amino acids. The sequence of events leading to fibril growth in our simulations is also
discussed.

� 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The self-assembly process by which peptides organize them-
selves into one-dimensional structures is ubiquitous in nature. It
is related to several neurodegenerative diseases including Alzhei-
mer’s and Parkinson’s, and to functional biomaterials used by dif-
ferent organisms to gather food and/or for protection, e.g., silk in
spiderwebs and silkmoth eggshells [1,2]. In recent years, consider-
able effort has been dedicated to fine-tune the properties of these
materials to make them suitable for different biotechnological
applications including drug delivery systems and tissue engineer-
ing [3–10]. These properties emerge from the supramolecular
one-dimensional structure of the peptide assembly, which is char-
acterized by the stacking of long b-sheets on top of each other
accounting for the cross-b signature of amyloid-like fibrils
[11,12]. Currently, our understanding of the forces driving this
self-assembly process and the critical events on pathway to fibril
formation remains incomplete [13,14]. It requires probing peptide
structures with atomic precision over micro- to millisecond time-
scales, which is beyond reach of most experimental methods but
is becoming accessible to all-atom simulations in explicit solvent.
This type of knowledge is expected to improve our understanding
of amyloids in biological organisms as well as enable the develop-
ment of better sequence-structure predictive tools.

Strictly amphipathic peptides are often used as a starting point
in the design of new amyloid-like fibril structures [15,16]. Consec-
utive residues in these peptides alternate between non-polar (X)
and polar (Y and Z) amino acids, i.e., (XYXZ)n. Of particular interest
to this work are neutral amphipathic peptides with n ¼ 2 and
where polar residues are positively and negatively charged lysine
(Y = K) and glutamic acid (Z = E), respectively. Each of the two b-
sheets that accounts for fibrils from these peptides have one of
their faces decorated with non-polar side chains of X residues
and the other face with charged K and E side chains–see Fig. 1.
These b-sheets are anti-parallel in nature to provide the proper
alignment for the interaction between positive K and negative E
residues in neighboring strands [17]. In the fibril, side chains of
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Fig. 1. Cross-b structure of strictly amphipathic sequences Ac-(XKXE)2-NH2, where
K and E represent positively and negatively charged lysine and glutamic acid,
respectively. (a) Atomic structures of peptides in which the non-polar residue X is
phenylalanine (F), leucine (L), valine (V), or alanine (A). (b) b-sheet from strictly
amphipathic sequences wherein charged and non-polar residues are exposed to
different faces of the sheet. Non-polar side chains are depicted in cyan. Purple and
orange colors are used for lysine and glutamic acid, respectively. (c) Packing of two
b-sheets into a cross-b structure wherein the dry core is formed by non-polar side
chains in cyan.
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polar K and E residues are exposed to the solvent whereas non-
polar faces of b-sheet are buried against each other forming a
stable dry core–see Fig. 1. This type of cross-b structure formed
by strictly amphipathic sequences correspond to the symmetry
class 5 in the Sawaya/Eisenberg classification scheme of fibrils
[18,19].

One of the challenges of studying fibril formation is that the
aggregation process is strongly sensitive to experimental condi-
tions. Thus, it is important to compare experiments performed
under the same conditions when studying the effect of the peptide
sequence. Experimental studies have explored the role of
hydrophobicity in fibril formation by probing different non-polar
amino acids at position X of the (XKXE)2 sequence [20,21]. For
the least hydrophobic amino acid, i.e., alanine (X = A), peptides
did not self-assemble up to a concentration of 8 mM [22,20]. In
contrast, peptides made from the more hydrophobic amino acids,
i.e., phenylalanine (F), leucine (L) or valine (V), formed amyloid fib-
rils already at concentrations of 0.2 mM [22,20]. The net hydropho-
bicity is, however, not the only factor accounting of a sequence’s
propensity to form fibrils as amphipathic sequences in which pairs
of non-polar residues are flanked by charged residues, i.e., (KFFE)2,
did not form fibrils at concentrations up to 1 mM as opposed to
KEFFFFKE or the strictly amphipathic (FKFE)2 sequence [17]. This
profound influence of the sequence pattern on fibril formation
was related to its effect on the propensity of a peptide to form b-
sheets and its ability to enable non-polar and charged side chains
to segregate to different faces of a b-sheet [17].

Insights into general principles of fibril formation are often
studied using coarse grained models [23]. For example, peptide
sequences exhibiting low and high b-strand propensities have been
shown to favor the formation of disordered aggregates and amy-
loid fibrils, respectively, whereas on-pathway intermediates
emerge only for peptides with a medium propensity to form b-
strands [24,25]. More recently, the phase diagram of a fragment
of the Ab16�22 peptide was studied as a function of temperature
using the coarse grained PRIME20 force field wherein the solubility
line predicted by these simulations provided some agreement with
experiments [26]. Many of the coarse grained model predictions
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were made prior to experiments, which highlights the importance
of these models in providing new insights and guiding experiments
[23]. However, the use of simplified models has also its limitations
including that they cannot provide atomic level insights that are
needed for drug discovery, for a detailed and reliable description
of the mechanisms of aggregation, or to understand fibril
polymorphism.

All-atom simulations in explicit solvent have the potential to
provide a more complete picture of the aggregation process by
characterizing the sequence of events and the molecular mecha-
nisms accounting for fibril formation [14,27]. However, simula-
tions starting with peptides randomly distributed in space which
aggregate into amyloid fibrils are very time consuming as they
require tracking a large number atoms (e.g., > 200;000 atoms to
account for peptide concentrations of the order of 10 mM) for a
long time (> 1ls). Moreover, it is not possible to fully reproduce
experimental conditions [13] and the ability of force fields to
account for fibril formation remains a question of debate [28,29].
Accordingly, simulations of spontaneous aggregation using all-
atom models have been performed for only a small number
(< 10) of short peptides, which mostly do not self-assemble into
stable cross-b structures. A case in point is the Ab16�22 peptide
for which only a limited number of force fields can account for
its aggregation within 1 ls [28]. The promising results obtained
for this peptide using the CHARMM36m force field suggest that,
at least for short peptide sequences, all-atom simulations will soon
reach a state where they can work hand-in-hand with experiments
complementing each other [28]. Regarding the amphipathic
(KFFE)1 sequence, recent all-atom simulations of tetramers have
illustrated the challenge of interconverting disordered aggregates
into ordered ones [30]. Short femtosecond-long all-atom simula-
tions of (FKFE)2 peptides have also been performed to test the sta-
bility of different fibril structures varying in the hydrogen bond
pattern of their b-sheets [31,32].

Here, we expand on these computational studies by performing
large-scale (50 peptides in a simulation box containing more than
�200,000 atoms) and long-time simulations to provide insights
into the aggregation process of six peptide sequences at different
conditions of temperature and salt-concentration. Some of our
simulations are more than one order of magnitude (10–14 ls)
longer than the length of most all-atom molecular dynamics stud-
ies of aggregation (0.5–1 ls). We show that, in most cases, the lat-
ter timescale is not enough to enable the formation of cross-b
structures or to discriminate the aggregation process of different
amphipathic peptide sequences. However, when longer (> 2–3
ls) simulations are performed, we observe a positive correlation
between aggregation in silico and in vitro wherein sequences that
do not form fibrils in experiments have a low propensity to form
inter-peptide hydrogen bond and b -structures in our simulations.
Moreover, we show that increasing temperature causes aggrega-
tion to take place faster for highly hydrophobic amino acids, which
we relate to the enhanced strength of hydrophobic interactions
with increasing temperature. A preference for the formation of
anti-parallel b -sheets is also observed in fibrils that formed spon-
taneously in our simulations. Whereas electrostatic interactions
are expected to drive this preference, these interactions may also
be unfavorable to fibril formation [33]. In our simulations, screen-
ing these interactions by adding salt to the solution increased the
preference for fibril formation.
2. Methodology

System Design, Equilibration and Simulation. Four strictly
amphipathic peptides with sequences alternating between non-
polar (represented by the letter X) and charged (represented by
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letters E and K for the negatively and positively charged glutamic
acid and lysine residues, respectively) residues were investigated
in this study. These eight-residue peptides were capped with an
acetyl group (Ac) at the N terminus and an amide group (NH2) at
the C terminus, i.e., Ac-(XKXE)2-NH2. The four peptides studied
here differ in the degree of hydrophobicity of their non-polar resi-
due, which is either phenylalanine (F), leucine (L), valine (V), or
alanine (A)–see Fig. 1. We will refer to these strictly amphipathic
sequences as F-, L-, V-, and A-peptides. Experimentally, the more
hydrophobic F-, L-, and V-peptides were shown to form fibrils as
opposed to the less hydrophobic A-peptide [20]. We also per-
formed simulations of two sequences that are amphipathic but
they do not have alternating hydrophilic/hydrophobic sequence
order, i.e., Ac-(KEFFFFKE)-NH2 and Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2. Self-
assembly into amyloid fibrils was observed in experiments using
the former peptide sequence at concentrations of 1 mM but not
the latter [17].

Simulations in this work were prepared in two steps. First, 50
peptides were randomly place in a cubic box of length 8 nm, which
was then solvated and the energy of the system minimized fol-
lowed by a 4 ns equilibration in the NVT ensemble. Second, to
avoid creating a self-assembly process in which an elongated
aggregate interacts with itself through periodic boundary condi-
tions, the size of the simulation box was increased to 13.5 nm
and solvated accounting for a peptide concentration of 37 mM.
The energy of the system was minimized and equilibrated in the
NVT ensemble.

Software, Hardware, and parameters. MD simulations were
performed with the Amber99sb-ILDN force field [34] and the TIP3P
water model by applying periodic boundary conditions in the
isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble. The leapfrog algorithm was
used to integrate the equations of motion with a 2 fs time-step
[35]. The Parrinello-Rahman barostat (sp ¼ 2:0 ps) was used to
maintain the pressure of the system at 1 bar [36]. Temperature
was controlled by coupling protein and solvent separately to the
velocity-rescale thermostat (st ¼ 0:1 ps). The cut-off for short
range van der Waals and electrostatic interactions was 1.0 nm.
The smooth Particle Mesh Ewald algorithm was used to compute
Fig. 2. Effect of temperature on self-assembly. Backbone hydrogen bond formation in o
different temperatures. Last configuration in our simulations performed at 350 K using (e
chains in gray and secondary-structures are shown using a cartoon representation where
are not (or are loosely) connected to each other via hydrogen bonds.
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long range electrostatic interactions [37]. For all systems, the pro-
duction run started with a 100 ns simulation in the NPT ensemble
using GROMACS [38]. Some of these simulations were then
extended either on Anton 2 supercomputer [39] or on our local
cluster using GROMACS–see table S1 for a list of all simulations
performed here [40].

Analysis. To quantify the extent of by which peptides self-
assemble into b-sheets in our simulations, we track the number
of hydrogen bonds (NHB) between backbone atoms over time
[41]. This quantity is also decomposed into contributions from
intra- (intra-NHB) and inter-backbone (inter-NHB) hydrogen bond-
ing. We consider that an hydrogen bond forms when the distance
between donor and acceptor atoms is less than or equal to 0.35 nm
and the angle between hydrogen, donor and acceptor atoms is less
than or equal to 30 degree. Contact maps (CM) were used to pro-
vide insights into inter-peptide interactions formed during the
self-assembly process. For that purpose, two residues are consid-
ered to be in contact if the distance between any pair of their
respective atoms is less than or equal to 0.4 nm. The sum of
inter-peptide contacts was normalized to account for a probability
of contacts. The python scripts provided by the Strodel group [42]
were used for that purpose with the required libraries [43–45].
Secondary structures were defined using the DSSP (Define Second-
ary Structure of Proteins) algorithm [46].

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Role of hydrophobic interactions on fibril formation

In Fig. 2, we show the time dependence of the total number of
backbone hydrogen bonds, i.e., NHB, for simulations performed
using strictly amphipathic sequences in pure water. A logarithmic
scale is used for the x-axis to highlight the aggregation process at
short timescales when NHB is subjected to large changes. Panel a
shows that, for the F-peptide at 350 K (black line), NHB increases
with time and it starts saturating after approximately 4 ls. This
saturation is better appreciated using a linear scale for the x-axis,
which is provided in Fig. S4 [40]. At 300 K (green line), NHB
ur simulations using strictly amphipathic (a) F-, (b) L-, (c) V-, and (d) A-peptides at
) F- and (f) V-peptides. van der Waals representation is used to depict non-polar side
b-sheets are shown by arrows. Different colors are used for cross-b structures that
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increases at a significantly slower pace than at 350 K suggesting
that increasing temperature accelerates the self-assembly process
that leads to fibril formation. Note that recent experimental studies
have reported a similar effect for elastin-based peptides over the
temperature range 293–353 K [47]. To further highlight this effect
of temperature, we perform additional simulations at extreme
temperatures of 370 and 450 K. Simulations at these extreme tem-
peratures should, however, be taken with caution and they are
only used here to highlight the trend observed at 300 and 350 K.
The increase in NHB at 370 K occurs at approximately the same rate
as in our simulations at 350 K but it takes place significantly faster
at 450 K saturating after only 0.6 ls. Temperature has a similar
effect on NHB for the L- and V-peptides in panels b and c. In partic-
ular, for the L-peptide, NHB increases significantly faster at 450 K
than at 350 K. For the V-peptide at 450 K, NHB saturates after only
0.6 ls whereas 10 ls are required for this to happen at 350 K. For
the less hydrophobic A-peptide, NHB does not increase in a signifi-
cant manner at any temperature–see panel d. This is consistent
with experimental studies highlighting the importance of
hydrophobic interaction in the formation of stable aggregations
[20,22]. Moreover, at any time during the simulation, this less
hydrophobic peptide forms less hydrogen bonds at the higher tem-
perature (450 K) than at lower temperatures, i.e., 300 K and 350 K.

At first sight the faster aggregation of F-, L-, and V-peptides with
increasing temperature is counterintuitive as temperature favors
states with higher entropy wherein peptides would be dispersed
in the simulation box. However, hydrophobic interactions play an
important role in the attraction between amphiphilic peptides
and the strength of these interactions increases with increasing
temperature to maximize the entropy of the solvent [48–52].
Hydrophobicity is therefore expected to be the force driving pep-
tide self-assembly in our simulations of F-, L-, and V- peptides, as
it can explain the increased rate of aggregation with increasing
temperature in panels a-c. This is consistent with studies showing
that amyloid fibrils that have a non-polar core become more stable
with increasing temperature [53,47,54–56]. In the same vein, the
inability of the A-peptide to self-assemble and form fibrils in sim-
ulations (see panel d) and experiments [20,22] can be explained by
the reduced hydrophobic nature of this peptide.

Final structures of simulations performed using F- and V-
peptides at 350 K are shown in Fig. 2 e-f. In these structures, pep-
tides form cross-b structures with most non-polar side chains (in
gray) buried away from the solvent. A different color is used to rep-
resent cross-b structures that are not connected to each other
through backbone hydrogen bonds highlighting different unit
Fig. 3. Burial of non-polar side chains. The time-dependence of the solvent
accessible surface area (SASA) of non-polar residues is shown for (a) F-, (b) L-, (c)
V-, and (d) A-peptides from simulations performed at 350 K. The number of
backbone hydrogen bonds is also shown in blue.
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blocks. Notice that solvent exposed non-polar side chains are
located either at the tip or at the edge of cross-b structures. Burial
of these exposed non-polar side chains away from the solvent
drives packing of cross-b units in our simulations. Because pheny-
lalanine has a bulkier side chain than valine, edges of cross-b struc-
tures from F-peptides have more exposed non-polar surface area
than for V-peptides–see Fig. 2e-f. Accordingly, non-polar side
chains at edges and tip of cross-b structures in our simulations of
the F-peptide are buried against each other–see blue and green
as well as red and green cross-b structures in Fig. 2e. For the V-
peptide, the different cross-b structures are connected to each
other mostly through the ‘‘tip” which has exposed non-polar side
chains. Last configurations of L- and A-peptides in our simulations
at 350 K and 450 K are shown in Fig.S2 [40].

To further highlight the importance of non-polar burial, we
show in Fig. 3 the time dependence of both the solvent accessible
surface area (i.e., SASA) of non-polar side chains and NHB. For F-, L-,
and V-peptides, SASA (black lines) and NHB (blue lines) decreases
and increases, respectively, with time as hydrophobic interactions
between non-polar side chains and hydrogen bonds between back-
bone atoms form during fibrilization. This shows strong correlation
between non-polar burial and b-sheet formation. For the A-peptide
(panel e), SASA and NHB change only modestly due to the lack of
cross-b structure formation. Contact maps (i.e., CM) computed dur-
ing the last 500 ns in our simulations at 350 K are shown in Fig. 4 to
depict pairs of residues involved in interpeptide interactions. Con-
tacts between non-polar residues for F-, L-, and V-peptides occur at
least twice more frequently than between charged K and E resi-
dues. These non-polar contacts are formed with neighboring resi-
dues on the same b-sheet as well as with residues on the other
sheet of the cross-b structure. Conversely, charged residues, which
are facing the solvent, can only form contacts with neighboring
residues on the same b-sheet. Notice that because of the absence
of a dry core for the A-peptide, both non-polar and charged resi-
dues interact with approximately the same probability in our sim-
ulations. Fig. 4 also depicts a tendency of peptides to form
antiparallel contacts wherein the first residue interacts preferen-
tially with the last or second to last non-polar residue. Accordingly,
72% and 65% of all pairs of neighboring strands for F- and V- pep-
tides in Figs. 2e-f form anti-parallel b-sheets. Electrostatic interac-
tions between charged side chains can be used to discriminate
Fig. 4. Contact maps computed for strictly amphipathic (a) F-, (b) L-, (c) V-, and (d)
A-peptides in simulations performed at 350 K. Only the last 500 ns of our
simulations are used in the calculation of contact maps.
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parallel and anti-parallel b-sheets[20]. In a parallel setup, like-
charged residues (K–K or E–E) of neighboring strands face each
other whereas, in anti-parallel b-sheets, opposite-charged pairs of
residues (K–E) of neighboring strands face each other optimizing
electrostatic interactions.
3.2. Growth of cross-b structures

Fig. 5 depicts the time evolution of secondary structures in our
simulations. Initially, peptides are mostly disordered and, thus,
residues adopt preferentially coil (see panel b) or bend/turn (see
panel c) conformations. As the simulation evolve in time, the frac-
tion of residues adopting b conformations increases from 0.1 to 0.5
for F- and V- peptides and from 0.1 to 0.3 for L-peptides. Congru-
ently, the number of disordered residues (coil and bend/turn in
panels b and c) decreases proportionally. For the A-peptide, the
fraction of residues adopting b conformations increases only mar-
ginally from 0.1 to 0.2. Similarly the number of disordered residues
for the A-peptide, i.e., coil and bend/turn conformations, do not
decrease significantly as in the case of the more hydrophobic
sequences. This is consistent with this peptide not forming fibrils
in the 1 ls time-frame in our simulations. The fraction of residues
in helical conformations is not significant for the more hydropho-
bic peptides and it is small (but not zero) for the A-peptides consis-
tent with the high propensity of alanine to form a-helices [57].

To provide insights into the formation of cross-b structures in
our simulations, we identified the peptides that are part of the dif-
ferent b-sheets at the end of our simulations and computed sepa-
rately the number of backbone hydrogen bonds between these
peptides as a function of time. For the F-peptide, seven b-sheets
varying in size from two (black color in Fig. 6a) a) to eleven (red
color) peptides are present at the end of our 350 K simulation.
Fig. 5. Secondary structures of strictly amphipathic peptides in simulations
performed at 350 K. Fraction of all residues adopting (a) b, (b) coil, (c)
bend + turn, and (d) helical conformations as a function time.
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The two b-sheets with the highest number of hydrogen bonds
(red and blue lines) at the end of the simulation are part of the
same cross-b structure. Similarly, sheets with the third and fourth
highest number of hydrogen bonds (light blue and purple) are part
of the same cross-b structure. The smallest cross-b structure in our
simulation is made from the b-sheets with fifth and sixth highest
number of hydrogen bonds (yellow and green lines in Fig. 6). This
suggests a correlation between the growth of the two sheets that
are part of the same cross-b structures.

Fig. 6b-g illustrates the growth of the largest cross-b structure
represented by red and blue b-sheets in panel a. At 0.7 ls (panel
b), a b-sheet extending over seven peptides (in blue) has already
formed on top of which two small b-sheets (in red) are deposited
at the extremity of its non-polar face. Non-polar side chains of
these ‘‘blue” and ‘‘red” sheets are packed against each other form-
ing stable dry cores. Growth of both red and blue b-sheets occur
concurrently via displacement of peptides located in their vicinity
towards the tip–see arrows in panel b-g. Also, peptides are being
deposited in the space between the two red sheets. This is illus-
trated in panels d-g where yellow and light red peptides land in
between the two red b-sheets forming hydrogen bonds with both
of them. Initially, the yellow peptide is folded into a b-hairpin–
panel e. Unfolding of the b-hairpin enables this yellow peptide to
become extended where it forms hydrogen bonds with just one
of the red sheets without interacting with the other red sheet–
see panel f. Displacement of red sheets along the main axis of
the cross-b structure allows the yellow peptide to connect the
two red sheets via hydrogen bonds–see panel g. This depicts the
formation of a cross-b structure wherein one sheet behaves as
the substrate on top of which peptides are being deposited.

In Fig. 7, we show the growth of different b-sheets in simula-
tions performed using the V-peptide at 350 K. At the end of the
simulation, we identify eight sheets that are not (or are only
loosely) connected to each other via backbone hydrogen bonds.
The two largest sheets (represented in red and blue) in panel a
are part of the same cross-b structure. At 2.1 ls (panel b), each
of these sheets contain four peptides. As for the F-peptide, the
growth of these sheets occurs mainly via the displacement of pep-
tides that are located in their vicinity towards the tip–see arrows in
panels b-e. In addition to this cross-b structure, six b-sheets that
are only loosely connected to each other through hydrogen bonds
are present at the end of our simulation. These sheets are highly
distorted enabling the formation of a dry core within themselves
where valine side chains are buried away from water. The evolu-
tion of two of those b-sheets is depicted in light blue and brown
colors in panels b-g. They correspond to sheets with the third
and fourth largest NHB in panel a. These sheets form early and they
remain stable throughout the simulation. The absence of distorted
b-sheets in our simulations using the F-peptide may be explained
by the bulky side chain of phenylalanine, which imposes steric
constrains on compact conformations.

3.3. Role of the amino acid sequence pattern on fibril formation

The net hydrophobicity of amphipathic sequences is an impor-
tant factor determining the ability of peptides to form amyloid-like
fibrils. However, experimental studies have also highlighted the
importance of the sequence pattern on the self-assembly process
[58,15,59]. In particular, peptides composed of identical amino
acids as the F-peptides but with non-polar and charged residues
located at different positions in the sequence have been tested
for fibril formation [17]. Two such peptides are amphipathic Ac-
(KFFE)2-NH2 and Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2 sequences that have non-
polar segments made from two and four consecutive phenylalani-
nes, respectively, flanked by charged residues. Compared to the F-
peptide, which forms fibrils at concentrations of 0.2 mM and 1mM,



Fig. 6. Growth of the seven b-sheets that formed spontaneously in our simulation performed using F-peptides at 350 K. a) Number of backbone hydrogen bonds of each b-
sheet as a function of time. Thick lines are a guide to the eye and they correspond to moving averages over 25 ns. Panels b, c, d, e, f, and g correspond to the configurations of
two sheets at time 0.7 ls, 1.1 ls, 1.5 ls, 1.9 ls, 3.5 ls and 10 ls, respectively. Disordered monomers in the vicinity of the sheets are drawn in light red and light blue.

Fig. 7. Growth of the eight b-sheets that formed spontaneously in our simulation performed using V-peptides at 350 K. a) Number of backbone hydrogen bonds of each b-
sheet as a function of time. Thick lines are a guide to the eye and they correspond to moving averages over 25 ns. Panels b, c, d, e, f, and g correspond to the configurations of
two sheets at time 2.1 ls, 5.6 ls, 6.4 ls, 8.1 ls, 11.5 ls and 14 ls, respectively. Disordered monomers in the vicinity of the sheets are drawn in light red and light blue.
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Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2 only formed fibril at 1 mM, and Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2

does not self-assemble at both concentration [17]. A possible
explanation for this sequence pattern effect may come from the
low propensity of K and E residues to form b-sheets [57]. The less
fibril-prone sequences have patches with two consecutive charged
residues, i.e., EK or KE, which may reduce the propensity of pep-
tides to form b-strands specially when located in the middle of
the sequence–as in the case of the Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 peptide [17].
6

Also, the inability of non-polar and charged residues to be segre-
gated into different faces of a b-sheet for Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 and Ac-
KEFFFFKE-NH2 peptides is expected to contribute to their reduced
propensity to form fibrils [17].

To provide insights into effects of sequence pattern on the self-
assembly process of the F-peptide, we performed additional 4 ls
simulations using Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 and Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2 pep-
tides. All simulations were performed under the same conditions
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described in the methodology section for the F-peptide. Fig. 8a
compares the evolution of the total number NHB of backbone
hydrogen bonds for these peptides over time. The F-peptide forms
hydrogen bonds much faster than the other two peptides, consis-
tent with its higher experimental propensity to form fibrils. More-
over, after 4 ls most F-peptides in our simulations adopt b-sheet
structures–see Fig. 8d. The time evolution of NHB is very similar
for Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2 and Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 sequences although
their final structures are significantly different–see Fig. 8e-f. A
cross-b structure and several large b-sheets comprising 4–5 pep-
tides are observed in simulations using Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2 peptides
(panel c) while Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 peptides (panel d) adopt mostly
coil and turn structures with high propensity. These structural dif-
ferences are in line with experiments showing that the Ac-
KEFFFFKE-NH2 sequence has a greater probability of forming fib-
rils compare to Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2.

The similarity in the time dependence of NHB for Ac-KEFFFFKE-
NH2 and Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 sequences can be understood by decom-
posing this quantity into intra- and inter- peptide backbone hydro-
gen bonding, i.e., intra-NHB and inter-NHB, respectively. These
quantities are shown in Fig. 8b-c. The F-peptide (black line) forms
less intra-NHB than the other two sequences and after 0.3 ls this
quantity decreases continuously in the simulation (see panel b)
while inter-NHB increases over time (see panel c). This character-
izes the F-sequence as having a high propensity to interact with
neighboring peptides via backbone hydrogen bonds. Although the
initial intra-NHB for the Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2 sequence (red line) is
much larger than for the F-peptide, this quantity also decreases
after 0.3 ls (panel b) while inter-NHB increases continuously but
modestly throughout the simulation (see panel c). Thus, this pep-
tide also has a preference for interacting with neighboring peptides
via backbone hydrogen bonds although this preference is smaller
than for the F-peptide. The initial intra-NHB for the Ac-(KFFE)2-
NH2 sequence (green lines) is comparable to the one for the Ac-
KEFFFFKE-NH2 peptide but this quantity does not decrease signif-
icantly during the simulation (panel b) and inter-NHB remained
constant during the last 2 ls of our simulations (see panel c). This
Fig. 8. Effect of sequence pattern on fibril formation. Time evolution of the number of (a
KEFFFFKE-NH2 (red), and Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 (green) peptides. Peptide configurations at 4 l
Yellow, cyan, white, purple and blue colors are used to represent b-structures, turn, coil,
bend + turn, and (j) helical structures.
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highlights the lack of propensity of the Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2

sequence to interact with neighboring peptides and aggregate.
In Fig. 8g-j, g-j, we show the time evolution of the fraction of

residues in different secondary structures for F-, Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2

and Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2 sequences. These peptides are highly disor-
dered in the beginning of the simulations with the fraction of all
residues adopting coil and bend + turn structures being 0.7–0.9
and 0.1–0.2, respectively–see panel h-i. As the simulation pro-
gresses, peptides become more ordered and at 4 ls the fraction
of residues in b-conformations is 0.48, 0.40, and 0.22 for F-, Ac-
KEFFFFKE-NH2, and Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 peptides, respectively. This
corroborates the order of decreasing fibril propensity for these
sequences as measured experimentally. Interestingly, a residual
number of a-helices is observed in the reversed order of fibril
propensity, i.e., Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 > Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2 �F-peptide.
Thus, sequences that do not form fibril in our simulations exhibit
a non-negligible propensity to adopt helical structures. This
includes the A-peptide (see Fig. 5) and Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2.

Fig. 9a-c shows contact maps of the three peptides studied here
computed during the time-frame 2.5–3 ls. For all sequences, inter-
actions are formed with higher probability between pairs of non-
polar residues accounting for the dark pattern color in panels a-c.
Contacts between charged amino acids occur with a significantly
lower probability, which is consistent with the reported low
propensity of K and E amino acids for b-structures [57]. In the case
of the Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 peptide, charged residues in the middle of
the sequence make it difficult for b-structures to extend all the
way from the N- to the C-terminus. Accordingly, we observe sev-
eral short b-strands made of only two residues in Fig. 8f. The sol-
vent accessible surface area (SASA) of non-polar residues for the
three-peptides studied here is shown in Fig. 9d. This quantity
decreases continuously for F- and Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2 sequences
as non-polar side chains are buried away from the solvent during
the formation of cross-b structures. For the Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2

sequence, SASA decreases during the first 0.4 ls and then it
increases during the remaining of the simulation. Combined with
results from Fig. 8, this shows that the Ac-(KFFE)2-NH2 sequence
) total, (b) intra-, and (c) inter-peptide backbone hydrogen bonds for F- (black), Ac-
s from simulations of (d) F-, (e) Ac-KEFFFFKE-NH2, and (f) Ac-(KFFE)2NH2 peptides.
a-helix and 3–10 helix structures. Fraction of all residues adopting (g) b, (h) coil, (i)



Fig. 9. Effect of sequence pattern on contact map and SASA. Contact maps
computed within 2.5–3 ls in our simulations using (a) F-peptide, (b) KEFFFFKE,
and (c) (KFFE)2. (d) Solvent accessible surface area of non-polar residues (SASA) for
simulations performed using F-peptide (black), KEFFFFKE (red), and (KFFE)2
(green).
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does not form cross-b structure as the number of inter-peptide
hydrogen bonds and b-structures is not maximized in the simula-
tion, and SASA is not minimized.
3.4. Role of electrostatic interactions on fibril formation

To provide additional insights into the lack of aggregation of the
A-peptide, we show in Fig. 10 contact maps computed over the first
(panel a) and the last (panel b) 500 ns in simulations performed at
350 K. These maps show a strong preference for contacts between
charged residues in the beginning of the simulation (panel a) and a
strong preference for non-polar contacts at the end of the simula-
Fig. 10. Effects of NaCl on aggregation of A-peptides. Contact maps computed within (a
hydrogen bonds for two trajectories (S1 and S2) computed in (c) pure water and (d) 40
different NaCl concentrations. Final conformations of peptides in simulations performed
trajectory S1 is used in panels a-b and e-h.
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tion (panel b). Since, for the more hydrophobic peptides non-polar
contacts dominate both the beginning (see S3 [40]) and the end of
our simulations (see Fig. 4), this made us wonder if screening elec-
trostatic interactions for the A-peptide would favor aggregation. To
test this hypothesis, additional simulations of the A-peptide were
performed in the presence of NaCl at concentrations of 40 mM.
In panels c and d, we shown the time evolution of the number of
inter-peptide hydrogen bonds (i.e., inter-NHB) for two simulations
performed in pure water and in the presence of 40 mM, respec-
tively. Although results from these simulations are subjected to
large fluctuations, the number of inter-peptide hydrogen bonds is
larger in the presence of 40 mM NaCl than in pure water. This
number averaged over the last 200 ns is 82 in pure water and
105 in the presence of NaCl. Final structures obtained from our
simulations in the absence and presence of NaCl for one of the
samples (black lines in Fig. 11c,d) are shown in panels g-h. Most
of the peptides are dispersed in the pure water solution (panel g)
and a much larger oligomer has formed in the presence of
40 mM (panel h). The latter consist mainly of b-sheets wherein
one face is mostly populated with alanine side chains and the other
with charged side chains. These results point to small preference
for aggregation in presence of NaCl.

In an attempt to amplify the effect of NaCl and provide a more
definite answer to the role played by electrostatic interactions,
simulations were also performed at 80 mM and 160 mM. The num-
ber of inter-peptide hydrogen bonds and the SASA computed for
non-polar residues are shown in panels e-f. Even at high concentra-
tions, these quantities are subjected to large fluctuations. However,
they highlight the same trend as observed for 40 mM in which the
addition of NaCl to the solution accounts for a modest increase in
inter-NHB compared to simulations performed in pure water. Also,
the SASA computed in the presence of NaCl at any concentration is
lower than the one computed in pure water, which is consistent
with an increase in the propensity of peptides to aggregate. This
propensity does not, however, increase monotonically with
increasing NaCl concentration as effects of NaCl on aggregation
are less pronounced at 160 mM NaCl than at 40 or 80 mM. Never-
theless, at all non-zero NaCl concentrations, inter-NHB and SASA
are higher and lower, respectively, compared to simulations per-
formed in pure water solution.
) first and (b) last 500 ns in simulations performed in pure water. Number of inter-
mM NaCl. (e) Number of hydrogen bonds and (f) SASA in simulations performed in
in (e) pure water, and (f) 40 mM NaCl. For pure water and 40 mM simulations, only



Fig. 11. Contact maps computed within the first 500 ns of simulations performed
using the A-peptide in (a) pure water, (b) 40 mM, (c) 80 mM, and (d) 160 mM NaCl.
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In Fig. 11, we show contact maps computed for the first 500 ns
in simulations performed in pure water, 40, 80, and 160 mM of
NaCl. The probability of forming contacts between charged resi-
dues is high under conditions in which A-peptides do not form a
large number of inter-NHB, i.e., pure water and solution containing
160 mM NaCl. In contrast, contacts between charged residues are
significantly reduced in 40 and 80 mM NaCl solutions where A-
peptides form b-sheet aggregates. This is consistent with our
hypothesis that electrostatic contacts between side chains con-
tribute to deter the formation of aggregates for A-peptides. Our
results are aligned with a previous study on the AEAKAEAKAEAKAE
peptide, also known as EAK16-I. In this study, the addition of NaCl
to the solution at concentrations below 20 mM was shown to pro-
mote the self-assembly process into fibrils [33]. Notice that an
alternative explanation for the effect of salts on aggregation is
salting-out wherein the reduced solubility of the A-peptide can
be explained by the preference of NaCl to be exposed to the solvent
[60].
4. Discussion and Conclusion

In summary, we performed extensive all-atom simulations of
strictly amphipathic sequences to study their aggregation into
amyloid fibrils. We found that this self-assembly process occurs
faster with increasing temperature and the formation of fibrils
does not take place if non-polar residues are weakly hydrophobic.
This latter result is consistent with experimental studies and
points to the important role played by hydrophobic interactions
in fibril formation [20,22]. Moreover, the faster formation of amy-
loid fibrils with increasing temperature in our simulations can be
attributed to the strength of hydrophobic interactions, which
increases with increasing temperature [48–50]. Another important
interaction contributing to fibril formation is hydrogen bonding
between backbone atoms. As expected, the formation of b-sheets
leads to an increase in the number of backbone hydrogen bonds
in our simulations. However, if hydrogen bonds were the main
(or only) interaction driving fibril formation, all sequences studied
here would form fibril as they have identical backbone atoms and,
thus, the same potential to form hydrogen bonds [52]. This is con-
sistent with other computational studies wherein the formation of
one peptide-peptide hydrogen bonds was shown to be compen-
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sated by the rupture of two peptide-water hydrogen bonds and
the formation of one water-water hydrogen bond [61,62]. Also,
hydrogen bonds become unstable with increasing temperature
[49,50], which cannot explain the temperature dependent rate of
fibril formation in our simulations.

We also found a preference of the peptides studied for the for-
mation of anti-parallel b-sheets. Electrostatic interactions between
charged side chains may be responsible for this preference as they
can discriminate between parallel and anti-parallel b-sheets. How-
ever, in simulations where the non-polar residue is only weakly
hydrophobic, i.e., the A-peptide, electrostatic interactions did not
contribute favorably to aggregation: screening these interactions
by adding salt to the solution produced a modest increase in aggre-
gation. This is consistent with experimental studies on the AEA-
KAEAKAEAKAE peptide wherein the addition of NaCl to the
solution at concentrations below 20 mM was shown to promote
fibril formation [33]. In the same vein, in a recent all-atom simula-
tion study of the Ab protein, the addition of salt to the solution was
shown to screen interactions between charged residues in the mid-
dle of the protein [53]. This was shown to destabilize the formation
of a b-sheet between the central-hydrophobic-core and the
central-hydrophilic-core of this protein enabling the formation of
the turn region observed in some Ab fibril structures. This could
explain the increased rate of fibril formation of this peptide in
the presence of salts [63–65].

Fibril growth in our simulations proceeded through the dis-
placement of peptides located in the vicinity of the fibril to the
tip. Most peptides were extended, e.g., formed a b-strand, when
deposited on the fibril tip. This is consistent with another compu-
tational study on the aggregation of KFFE peptides in which the
formation of b-sheets was suggested to occur in an orderly manner
from the beginning to the end of the simulation [30]. However, we
also observed the deposition of a peptide that was folded into a b-
hairpin. Within 1 ls, this hairpin unfolded to adopt a conformation
consistent with the fibril template, i.e., a b-strand. Thus, fibril
growth may also take place in a more disordered manner given
enough time for conformational defects to relax.

As suggested in previous studies, the sequence pattern determi-
nes both the propensity of a peptide to form b-strands as well as its
ability to segregate non-polar and charged residues into difference
faces of the b-sheet [17]. These two properties of a sequence are
prerequisites for the formation of fibrils while the net hydropho-
bicity is required to stabilize packing of b-sheets into cross-b struc-
tures [66,21,22,20]. Here, we also performed simulations using
KEFFFFKE and (KFFE)2 sequences which are made of the same
amino acids as the F-peptide but have different propensity to form
b-structures as well as segregate non-polar and charged residues to
different faces of a b-sheet. The propensity of these sequences to
form b-structures and inter-peptide hydrogen bonds in our simula-
tions correlate with their experimental tendency to form cross-b
structures, i.e., F-peptide > KEFFFFKE > (KFFE)2. This suggests that
all-atom simulations could become a powerful method to predict a
sequence’s propensity to form amyloid fibrils, at least for amphi-
pathic sequences. However, simulations have to be performed for
much longer (2–3 ls) than most current all-atom studies (0.5–1
ls) to be able to differentiate between the aggregation propensity
of (KFFE)2 and KEFFFFKE peptides–see Fig. 8. Note that bioinfor-
matics tools to predict the propensity of peptides to form amyloid
fibrils are not always reliable for designed sequences [67,68]. For
example, the order of aggregation predicted using AGGRESCAN
[69] and Tango [70] are KEFFFFKE > F-peptide = (KFFE)2 and
(KFFE)2 > KEFFFFKE > F-peptide, respectively. The latter predicts
the reverse order of aggregation compared to experiments, and
AGGRESCAN predicts the same aggregation propensity for (KFFE)2,
which does not form fibrils in experiments, and the F-peptide that
is highly aggregation prone.
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Despite the important insights brought up by this study, its lim-
itations should also be highlighted. In this work, high temperatures
are used in order to observe aggregation in a reasonable timescale.
In addition to affecting the balance of the different types of inter-
actions, e.g., increasing the strength of hydrophobic interaction,
these high temperature also reduce the viscosity of the system
while increasing the overall dynamics of the system. This reduced
viscosity and increased dynamics can also contribute to a faster
aggregation rate although the opposite is observed for the A-
peptide, which formed less inter-peptide hydrogen bonds at higher
temperatures. In addition, we found that NaCl has a small tendency
to favor aggregation of the less hydrophobic A-peptide. Our simu-
lations are however subjected to large fluctuations and more
extensive simulations are needed to provide insights into how this
tendency is affected by the concentration of NaCl. At last, due to
the large computational cost of performing the simulations in this
work, some of our results were obtained from analysis of a single
trajectory. This includes a proposed mechanism in which peptides
are displaced from the vicinity of a fibril to its tip to account for its
growth.
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